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ABSTRACT
This presentation discusses propagation experiments as essential components of the
general plan to develop an operational deep space telecommunications and navigation
capability at Kg-band (32-35 GHz) by the end of the 20th century. Significant
benefits of Kg-band over the current deep space standard X-band (8.4 GHz) are an
improvement of 4 to 10 dB in telemetry capacity and a similar increase in radio
navigation accuracy. Propagation experiments are planned on the Mars Observer
Mission in 1992 in preparation for the Cassini Mission to Saturn in 1996, which will
use Ka-band in the search for gravity waves as well as to enhance telemetry and
navigation at Saturn in 2002. Subsequent uses of Kg-band are planned for the Solar
Probe Mission and the Mars Program.








































































































































































































































































































ENABLES MORE PRECISE NAVIGATION
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